Cellular immunity is critical for controlling intracellular pathogens, but the dynamics and 31 cooperativity of the evolving host response to infection are not well defined. Here, we apply single-32 cell RNA-sequencing to longitudinally profile pre-and immediately post-HIV infection peripheral 33 immune responses of multiple cell types in four untreated individuals. Onset of viremia induces a 34 strong transcriptional interferon response integrated across most cell types, with subsequent pro-35 inflammatory T cell differentiation, monocyte MHC-II upregulation, and cytolytic killing. With 36 longitudinal sampling, we nominate key intra-and extracellular drivers that induce these 37 programs, and assign their multi-cellular targets, temporal ordering, and duration in acute 38 infection. Two individuals studied developed spontaneous viral control, associated with initial 39 elevated frequencies of proliferating cytotoxic cells, inclusive of a previously unappreciated 40 proliferating natural killer (NK) cell subset. Our study presents a unified framework for 41 characterizing immune evolution during a persistent human viral infection at single-cell resolution, 42 and highlights programs that may drive response coordination and influence clinical trajectory. 43 44 54
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To identify tightly co-regulated modules (M) of genes for each type for each individual, we 153 applied weighted gene correlation network analysis (WGCNA) 26,27 on all cells classified as a 154 particular cell type across all timepoints ( Fig. 2A ; see Methods for details). Strongly correlated 155 gene modules (permutation test for within-module similarity, FDR corrected q < 0.05) were then 156 tested for significant variation over time by scoring cells at each timepoint against the genes within 6 list of all significant modules see Table S3 for gene membership and Table S4 for 
172
With distinct, temporally-variant modules across all cell types and individuals in hand, we 173 next sought to understand these response modules and their association with plasma viral load, 174 the main clinical parameter linked with disease progression rate and clinical outcome 28, 29 .
175
Beginning with one individual (P1), we identified a set of 6 significant gene modules spanning 176 multiple cell types that all shared their highest relative module score at the peak viremia timepoint 177 ( Fig. 2B ). Upon inspection of the genes within each, we uncovered a core set of genes shared 178 among the modules from all cell types: IFI27, IFI44L, IFI6, IFIT3, ISG15, and XAF1. These genes, 179 in addition to many others belonging to one or multiple of these peak viral load modules, are all 180 induced by type I interferon (IFN-I) stimulation in cell lines and ex-vivo primary cells [30] [31] [32] ( ). Since these modules were generated de-novo, our results also report cell type specific 182 genes and functions that correlate with the core measured IFN response signature: anti-viral 183 activity (CXCL10, DEFB1, IFI27L1) in monocytes 33,34 , DC activation (PARP9, STAT1) likely 184 through sensing of HIV by pattern recognition receptors and interferon by interferon receptors 35-185 37 , differentiation of naïve CD4+ T cells (CD52, TIGIT, TRAC) potentially into HIV-specific T helper 186 cells [38] [39] [40] [41] and NK cell trafficking (CX3CR1, ICAM2) shown to occur in other viral infections 42-44 .
187
As transcriptional work in humans has been limited to late-acute stage and treated 188 infection 45 , we sought to contextualize our data against the massive IFN response measured in 189 acute SIV infection [46] [47] [48] [49] , specifically in rhesus macaques (RM, see Fig. S3B ) 47 . In SIV models, 190 natural hosts of the infecting virus (e.g., sooty mangabeys) resolve IFN immune activation more 7 quickly than susceptible hosts, positing that time to resolution may reflect future control in chronic 192 infection (>180 days). By comparison, we find that many IFN stimulated genes induced in RM for 193 2+ weeks arise and resolve within one week (i.e., upregulate at one timepoint). Here, we are 194 powered to assign the cells expressing these various response genes. For example, upregulation 195 of RIG-I (DDX58) is limited to myeloid cells -though RIG-I signaling has been shown to be 196 subverted by HIV 50 -whereas only CD4 + T cells exhibit higher levels of STAT2, suggesting a 197 polarization towards a TH1 phenotype 51 .
198
Subsequently, we examined the expression of IRF7, one of the interferon regulatory 
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We next sought to identify whether similar gene expression programs typified responses 212 in the other three individuals assayed. We readily discovered a similar set of modules around the 213 time of peak viremia in each individual ( Fig. 2D and Fig. S3D ), as well as shared responses among 214 pDCs ( Fig. S4C ). Comparing modules across our cohort, we noted common response genes 215 (present in 3 or more cell-types) either shared (ISG15, IFIT3, XAF1) or specific (APOBEC3A, 216 IFI27, STAT1) to subsets of individuals, suggesting potential core programming and the possibility 217 for the same immune drivers to induce distinct gene responses ( Fig. S4D ). Finally, to confirm the 218 presence of downstream cytokines from IFN stimulation, we measured MIG (CXCL9) and IP10 219 (CXCL10) levels in plasma at pre-infection, peak viremia, and 9-months post infection ( Fig. 2E; 220 Methods). All four individuals demonstrated higher levels of IP10 at peak viremia, and three 221 demonstrated elevated levels of MIG. Together, these data highlight the ability of our approach 222 to ascertain a short, pervasive wave of IFN responses in most peripheral immune cells that 223 coincides with, or precedes, peak viremia in hyper-acute HIV infection. Moreover, we uncover 8 nuanced differences among individuals and cellular subsets in this response, as might be 225 expected for an infection associated with diverse clinical courses (e.g., differences in plasma To investigate other groups of temporally similar modules, we next applied fuzzy c-means 231 clustering 59,60 to the median module scores at each timepoint across all cell types on an individual-232 by-individual basis to generate clusters of modules, hereafter referred to as meta-modules (MMs).
233
We subsequently grouped these MMs by temporal shape ( 
248
S5) or did not share any genes across individuals ( Fig. S6A and Supplementary Text).
249
As each module within MM1 is distinct, we performed gene set enrichment analyses (see 250 Methods) to discern if, in addition to sharing genes, modules from the same cell type shared 251 functional annotations across individuals ( Fig. 3A-E ). In every cell type, modules across 252 individuals were significantly enriched for many of the same underlying pathways (see table S6 253 for full list), despite slightly variable temporal dynamics and unique gene membership. CD4 + T 254 cells expressed genes associated with non-classical viral entry by endocytosis 62 as well as 255 adhesion, potentially suggesting migration and viral dissemination throughout the body.
9
Monocytes expressed genes associated with antigen presentation and IL-4 signaling (mainly 257 HLA-DR subunits), which may reflect generalized interferon responses, or the potential to 258 promote active T helper and CTL responses. NK cells, CTLs, and proliferating T cells all 259 upregulated genes associated with killing of target cells by perforin and granzyme release, 260 highlighting the joint role of innate and adaptive cells in combating viremia (see Table S5 and 
266
To identify common and cell-type specific inducers of these measured transient responses 267 extending past peak viremia, we generated a list of predicted upstream drivers of each module 268 (see Table S6 ). Selecting highly significant hits in at least two modules, we drew a network of 
282
We also contextualized observed responses to these upstream drivers temporally by re-283 scoring against enriched genes for each driver. This analysis revealed variable kinetics in the 284 onset, intensity, and length of immune responses across different cell types (Fig. 3G, Fig. S7 ).
285
We note the following gene-programming upregulation trends in most individuals: CD4+ T cells 
304
Two instances of temporally similar modules within a cell type discerned by scRNA-Seq
305
After discovering temporally variant modules in our dataset, we observed a few sets that 306 demonstrated similar temporal response patterns in a given cell type, but were not combined into 307 a single module by our framework. We thus sought to understand how these modules might be 308 linked by looking across single cells for module co-expression. Here, single-cell expression data 309 are essential to distinguish response circuitry among cells.
310
The clearest example of multiple modules being co-expressed with the same temporal 311 pattern in the same cell type from our analysis was the NK activated M3 module (CCL3, CCL4, 312 CD38) and the cytotoxic M4 module (PRF1, GZMB, HLA-A) in P3 (Fig. 3D ), both part of MM1.
313
Enrichment analysis demonstrated little overlap between the significant pathways associated with 314 these modules, implying orthogonal biological function. We therefore investigated whether the 315 gene programs for these modules were highly co-expressed in the same single cells and thus co-316 varied among single cells across time (Fig. S8A ). While we did not observe differential 317 simultaneous upregulation of these modules between time points, we found variation in the 318 correlation of cell-scores for the pair as a function of time across single cells, with the strongest 319 correlation one to two weeks after HIV detection (Fig. S8B) . Variation in the correlation of M3 and 320 M4 may reflect a synergizing of these gene programs 77 within NK cells to combat HIV as viremia 321 declines post peak.
11
In examining MM3 (Fig. S5 ) -containing the majority of the IFN response modules -we 323 observed that P3 also exhibited a set of temporally similar modules in monocytes (M1 & M3); 324 however, these modules did not variably correlate in expression score as a function of time.
325
Instead, these gene programs were highly co-expressed but only at HIV-detection ( Fig. S8C-D) .
326
Gene set analysis readily demonstrated that monocyte M1 consisted of IFN response genes, 327 while M3 was enriched for genes associated with inflammation ( Fig. S8E) . IFN has been shown 328 to stunt the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in monocytes similar to the phenotype 329 observed in these cells in viremic persons 78, 79 , but the co-expression of anti-viral and pro-330 inflammatory signals in the same single cells has not yet been described to our knowledge. As (Fig. S9A ), we were unable to identify these polyfunctional monocytes in the other three 343 individuals ( Fig. 4A-B, Fig. S9B-C) . In fact, looking at structured gene variation in monocytes over 344 time in principal component analysis (PCA) space revealed that the major axis of variation (PC1) 345 in P1 and P2 not only reflected sample timepoint, but also separated monocytes based on their 346 expression of anti-viral and inflammatory genes. In P3 and P4, however, these gene programs 347 contributed to different principal components, suggesting their independence in defining 348 monocyte phenotype.
349
In all four individuals, we saw dramatic structuring of the monocytes in PC space by time.
350
Specifically, monocytes sampled at HIV detection (0 weeks) or 1-week post-detection were 351 strongly separated along either PC1 or PC2, indicating a pervasive hyper-acute response to 352 infection. Interestingly, non-classical monocytes (see Fig. S1D and Table S2 ), which may be more 353 susceptible to infection 80 , displayed disparate temporal dynamics across individuals, even though 354 they drove significant variation in PCA space (Fig. S9D ). Comparing DE genes at these peak 12 response timepoints (vs. pre-infection) highlighted not only the specificity of the co-356 inflammatory/anti-viral monocytes to P3, but also other person specific differences in monocyte 357 phenotype (Fig. 4C) . Gene set analysis on upregulated genes in each individual confirmed that 358 monocytes in all individuals produced strong anti-viral factors (e.g., RIG-I, APOBEC3B, MX1) with 359 significant enrichment (MHC hypergeometric test, q<0.001) for response to IFN-a and IFN-g (Fig.   360   4D) . Moreover, corroborating the scoring on inflammatory genes, only P2 and P3 were 361 significantly enriched for inflammatory responses, and only P3 for TNF signaling via NF-kB (MHC 362 hypergeometric test, q<0.001). In fact, P1 and P2 demonstrated downregulation of genes 363 associated with inflammation compared to pre-infection.
364
Subsequently, we investigated known clinical parameters in our cohort for features of 365 infection that might be related to the appearance of these polyfunctional cells. As the level of viral 366 load in chronic infection correlates with disease outcome 28 , we compared the viral load setpoints 367 of these individuals at 1.8, 2.3, and 2.75 years after HIV detection. Two of the four individuals (P3
368
& P4) maintained low levels of viremia (< 1,000 viral copies (vc)/mL) out to 2.75 years in the 369 absence of ART (Fig. 4E) . HIV infected persons who naturally maintain low levels of viremia in 370 chronic infection (controllers) have been shown to have enhanced immune responses in chronic 371 infection 7,81,82 . However, whether early events in acute HIV infection reflect or contribute to long-372 term control is unknown. In the hyper-acute monocyte responses (Fig. 4C ), we found a small set 373 of upregulated genes shared only by P3 and P4, including SLAMF7, whose activation was 374 recently described to downregulate CCR5 on monocytes and reduced their infection capacity by 375 HIV 83 , suggesting a potential difference in monocyte susceptibility and phenotype in these 376 individuals during hyper-acute infection. Moreover, referring back to the initial cell type clustering 377 of our data (Fig. S1 ), we noted that the peak response monocytes in P3 (0 weeks) clustered 378 separately from other monocytes, and that P4 made up >75% of the anti-viral monocytes detected As CD8+ T cells are known to play a part in controlling chronic HIV infection 82,84,85 , we 386 turned to the CTLs in our study to look for differences between the individuals who controlled 387 infection long-term and those who did not. Through our module discovery approach, we found 13 that CTLs produced increasing levels of PRF1 and GZMB along the course of hyper-acute 389 infection (Fig. 3C) . Further unsupervised and directed approaches did not elucidate meaningful 390 or significant differences in CTL responses across individuals by outcome of viral control (Fig. 
391
S10A-B and Table S7 ).
392
Recently, we demonstrated that, in most individuals in the FRESH study, a majority of 393 proliferating CTLs in hyper-acute infection are HIV-specific by tetramer staining 86 . Therefore, we 394 turned to the proliferating T cells in our study to look for differences in response based on long-395 term viral control. En masse, the proliferating T cells expressed similar levels of cytotoxic genes 396 as non-proliferating CTLs (Fig. S10C) . DE analysis highlighted genes associated with cell-cycle 397 (e.g. STMN1, HIST1H1B, MKI67) and memory (e.g. IL7R, KLRB1) (see Fig. S10D and table S7) 398 for proliferating and non-proliferating CTLs, respectively. While sparsely detected due to the 399 method of library construction in Seq-Well, we did measure a limited number of TCR variable 400 genes in the proliferating CTLs ( Fig S10E) . In fact, we note enrichment of TRBV and TRAV genes 401 known to construct prevalent CDR3 sequences that bind common HIV epitopes 87,88 : TRBV28 402 (QW9/FL8/KF11/KK10/NV9, c 2 test p=2.4*10 -26 ), TRAV4 (KK10, c 2 test p=3.5*10 -6 ), and TRBV20-403 1 (KK10/KF11/GY9/NV9, c 2 test p=0.059). Our single-cell data here expand our recently 404 published bulk RNA-Seq data on HIV-specific CTLs in this cohort 89 , but also enable us to elucidate 405 heterogeneity in this proliferating cytotoxic response as a function of time.
406
Grouping proliferating T cells with the other CTLs, we sought to understand if these two 407 controllers demonstrated differences in the frequency of proliferating T cells among the total CTL 408 pool over time. Strikingly, both controllers (P3 & P4) displayed much higher frequencies of 409 proliferating T cells within the first month of infection ( Fig. 5A ). While all four individuals developed 410 proliferating T cells at 1-week post HIV detection, P3 and P4 exhibited a higher fraction of these 411 cells 1 week after HIV detection (30-40%).
412
We next utilized unsupervised analyses to explore differences in proliferating T cell 413 responses over time among individuals (Fig. 5B, Fig. S10F ). Proliferating T cells captured at 1-
414
week post-infection strongly separated in PCA across both PC1 and PC2 (p < 0.001). Clustering 415 over all proliferating T cells (see Methods), we identified four clusters of cells with distinct gene 416 programs (see Fig. 5C and table S7): traditional CD8+ T cells (1-red), hyper-proliferative CD8+ T 417 cells (2-green), naïve CD4+ T cells (3-cyan), and a subset of cells that is CD8-but TRDC+ and 418 FCGR3A+ (CD16) (4-lilac). A recent scRNA-Seq study on cytotoxic innate-ness looked at 419 cytotoxic gdT and NK cells in healthy humans, noting basal levels of TRDC in both cell-types 21 .
420
To determine whether these TRDC + CD16 + cells were gdT or NK cells, we scored them, as well as 14 non-proliferating CTLs and NK cells, against gene signatures described in that study (Fig. S10G ).
422
Based on score similarity to NK cells, and the relative down-regulation of CD3 compared to the 423 other proliferating T cell subsets (Wilcoxon  rank  sum  test;  CD3D: 424 log(FC) = -0.895, q = 2.7x10 -42 ; CD3G: log(FC) = -0.923, q = 8.9x10 -37 ), we determine cluster 4
425
(lilac) to be proliferating NK cells. Looking at the distribution of timepoints within each of these 426 clusters, this NK cluster (4-lilac) contained the highest proportion of cells assayed at HIV detection 427 and 1 week thereafter (Fig. 5D,E 
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This systems-level approach revealed parameters shared across all cell types examined (e.g.,
441
response to IFN), as well as subtle variations among cellular types and individuals missed in 442 previous bulk studies of infection. Further, it defined cell-type specific responses (e.g.,
443
inflammatory induction of CD4+ T cells), and their interaction dynamics following infection.
444
Moreover, leveraging the resolution and high-throughput capability of scRNA-Seq methods, we 
449
To systematically identify immune cells responding with similar temporal dynamics, we 450 adapted WGCNA 26,27 ( Fig. 2A and see Methods) to discover modules of genes that significantly 451 changed in expression within a given cell type over time. Cellular responses to infection can 452 happen on the order of hours to days; therefore, even with the biweekly HIV testing in the FRESH
453
Study, we anticipated these individuals would not align immune responses in absolute time. After 
